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BUDVA PROPERTY

Budva municipality with its 18 beautiful sandy beaches, fantastic nature and skyrocketing tourism is an absolute hit on
Montenegro Real Estate market. The Budva property buyers are coming from all around Europe to secure their property
investment and buy home, land or commercial property. The attractiveness of this area for property buyers lies in its
enormous tourism economy potential in a years to come and its wonderful natural setting.

SVETI STEFAN PROPERTY

At the heart of Sveti Stefan, the famous town-hotel attracts many tourists, business people and celebrities from the whole
world. Sveti Stefan has been and still is, the hart of exclusivity and high level tourism in Montenegro. What strikes
property buyers in Sveti Stefan is an outstanding opportunity to buy a piece of land on the hills and mountains at the
background, built their own villa and enjoy a stunning sight while beeing only couple of minutes drive away. It is STILL
possible to grab a piece of land here that does not cost the earth.

http://www.budvarealestate.com
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KOTOR PROPERTY

Kotor is old town listed in world heritage sites in UNESCO. Kotor resides in a beautifuly carved bay which got its name
after it: The Bay of Kotor. The property buyers in Kotor are offten interested in old stone houses which have an added
historical value. This whole beautiful region, for many years hidden from the eyes of foreign property buyers has just
exploded in last two years. The prices are going up but it is still possible to find a house or piece of land along the water
shore that is very well within a good investment.
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